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### List of Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOT</td>
<td>Ahead-of-Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programmable Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Cell</td>
<td>Cloud-edge Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>Dynamic Random Access Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPC</td>
<td>Enclave Page Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>Giga Byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Graphic Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIT</td>
<td>Just-in-Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVM</td>
<td>Java Virtual Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEE</td>
<td>Memory Encryption Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI</td>
<td>Message Passing Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMP</td>
<td>Open MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRM</td>
<td>Processor Reserved memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDK</td>
<td>Software Development Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Software Fault Isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGX</td>
<td>Software Guard eXtensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCB</td>
<td>Trusted Computing Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDX</td>
<td>Trust Domain eXtensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEE</td>
<td>Trusted Execution Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>Tensor Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>Virtual Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASI</td>
<td>WebAssembly System Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASM</td>
<td>WebAssembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAST</td>
<td>WebAssembly Text Representation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Executive summary

This deliverable presents the first design and implementation of Cloud-Edge Cells (C-Cells), the execution unit of the CLOUDSKIN cloud-edge continuum. We first introduce the requirements for C-Cells and the background concepts we build on: lightweight WebAssembly-based isolation as implemented in Faasm, and transparent confidential execution as implemented in SCONE. Then, we describe the first C-Cell prototype building on Faasm’s Faaslets, and what components we need to add in the distributed runtime for CLOUDSKIN. In the evaluation we show how C-Cells can be used to execute multi-threading and multi-processing applications with very limited overhead whilst enabling necessary features for the cloud-edge continuum like live migration.
2 Introduction

CLOUDSKIN’s goal is to build an environment for the Cloud-edge continuum. This work package, WP4, is responsible for the design and implementation of a key piece in the Cloud-edge continuum: its execution unit. We have named the execution units of the cloud-edge continuum Cloud-Edge Cells (or C-Cells, for short). This deliverable describes the first prototype implementation of C-Cells.

The characteristics of the Cloud-edge continuum impose a set of requirements on the design of C-Cells. The Cloud-edge continuum requires adaptive virtualization powered by, and enabling, AI workloads. Let us breakdown these requirements one by one, and compare them with existing execution units like linux processes [1], containers [2], virtual machines (VMs) [3], or language specific abstractions like JavaScript isolates (as used in Cloudflare [4]) or WebAssembly [5].

Cloud-edge means that C-Cells’s design must be independent of the hardware environment in which they are deployed. In particular, C-Cells must support being executed in a powerful server in the cloud, and a low-end device in the edge. Each with, potentially, different instruction sets and capabilities. In short, C-Cells must be hardware, and instruction set, agnostic. Language-independent isolation units like processes, containers, and VMs require non-trivial changes to be executed in different architectures. For example, different docker images need to be built for different architectures [6]. Managed language runtimes achieve hardware independence by firstly deploying hardware-specific versions of the runtime, and then transparently executing the same code (e.g. Java bytecode in the JVM [7] or WebAssembly runtimes).

Continuum means that C-Cells must support being moved back-and-forth between servers in the cloud and devices in the edge. For example, a C-Cell may be moved from the edge to the cloud to improve performance or reduce the load in the edge device. Similarly, a C-Cell may be moved from the cloud to the edge to take computation closer to data in a data-shipping fashion. In short, C-Cells must support transparent live migration. Process [8], container [9], and VM [10] migration exists, and can be used to checkpoint the execution state, stop it, and resume it at a later point in time, potentially in a different server. Live migration of managed language runtimes is experimental [11] and not as common-place.

Adaptive virtualization means that C-Cells must support different software and hardware-based virtualisation techniques for performance and isolation. For example, when processing confidential data, C-Cells should be executed with stronger isolation guarantees, for example those provided by Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs). Processes, containers, and VMs support transparent lift-and-shift [12] approaches to execute unmodified binaries, container images, and VM images in TEEs like SGX enclaves [13] or confidential VMs [14, 15]. Managed language runtimes support running the runtime inside a TEE, and provide mechanisms to transparently get the bytecode inside the TEE [16, 17].

AI-enabling means that C-Cells must support executing AI workloads both in the training and inference phases. Supporting AI-workloads not only requires C-Cells to be highly performant, but also language-independent and accelerator-aware (i.e. GPU [18], or TPU [19]). This requirement rules out the usage of managed language runtimes like Python or Java, as C-Cells require greater access to hardware resources, and language independence to accommodate for the new AI models being developed and yet to come. Even though AI workflows can be written in Python, the underlying execution environment are usually C/C++ kernels executing in GPUs.

In Table 1 we list some of the relevant existing execution units in the cloud and in the edge, together with CLOUDSKIN’s requirements to enable AI workloads in the cloud-edge continuum. In the rest of this document, we will describe the first C-Cell implementation (C-Cell D4.1). First, in §3 we introduce the previous work that we build on to design C-Cells. Second, in §4 we provide the first prototype of C-Cells. We then evaluate the initial implementation with realistic applications in §5. Lastly, in §6 we outline how we plan on improving upon this initial prototype.

3 Background

In this section we cover the background concepts and related foundational work for the design and implementation of Cloud-Edge Cells.
Table 1: Comparison between existing execution units against CLOUDSKIN requirements for the cloud-edge continuum. We use a ✗ to indicate features that are not supported by default, but can be enabled using research or experimental prototypes. We also position the initial C-Cells implementation presented in this deliverable (D4.1) with respect to the ideal C-Cells implementation.

3.1 WebAssembly

WebAssembly [5] is a binary instruction format designed with security and portability in mind. WebAssembly was originally created to provide software-fault-isolation (SFI) [21] when executing untrusted code in a browser. Since then, its potential as a general-purpose SFI mechanism has been exploited in serverless [23], edge computing [24], smart contracts [25], and even as an alternative back-end for docker containers [26].

WebAssembly offers strong memory safety guarantees by constraining memory access to a single linear byte array, referenced with offsets from zero. This enables efficient bounds checking at both compile time and runtime, with runtime checks backed by traps. The correctness of the bound checks has been formally verified [27]. Other pointers, like function pointers, are expresses as offsets in tables, like function tables. The security guarantees of WebAssembly are well established in existing literature, which covers formal verification [28], taint tracking [29], and dynamic analysis [30].

WebAssembly is exposed as a back-end compilation target in LLVM, offering mature support for languages with an LLVM front-end such as C, C++, C#, Go and Rust [31]. Integration with dynamic programming languages is mostly experimental, and toolchains exist for Typescript [32] and Python [33]. Experimental toolchains also exist for Swift [34] and Java [35].

3.1.1 Format

```c
int myFun(int x) {
    return x + 2;
}
```

```wasm
(module
  (table 0 anyfunc)
  (memory $0 1)
  (export 'memory' (memory $0))
  (export 'myFun' (func $myFun))
  (func $myFun (; 0 ;) \n    (param $0 i32) (result i32)
    (i32.add
      (get_local $0)
      (i32.const 2)
    )
  )
)
```

Figure 1: A C source function and its representation in WebAssembly text format, WAST.

Figure 1 shows two listings, one of a simple C function, and the other of the text representation of its corresponding WebAssembly, using the WebAssembly Text Representation (WAST) [36]. WAST
is a human-readable format that supports two-way translation with WebAssembly binaries via the WebAssembly Binary Toolkit [37].

In the WAST listing we see a top-level `module`, which forms the basis of all WebAssembly binaries. Interaction between WebAssembly modules is not yet officially supported, although multi-module WebAssembly is under development [38], and there is also partial support for dynamic linking [39]. Each WebAssembly module defines a function table, which is used to support indirect function calls via the `call_indirect` instruction. Indirect calls are used to support function pointers in source languages that use them, and when dynamically linking two WebAssembly modules. The `memory` keyword shows the definition of the WebAssembly linear memory for this module, which can also include limits on the size of the memory. If no limit is specified, this limit will be 4 GB, corresponding to the maximum value that can be represented using a 32-bit integer. The `export` command specifies which parts of this module are accessible to the WebAssembly runtime and other WebAssembly modules.

WebAssembly uses a stack machine, with each function defining a set of local variables that can be moved onto and off the stack and manipulated in place. WebAssembly functions can also load and manipulate values held in the global linear memory array using integer offsets. WebAssembly enforces a structured control flow, so does not support arbitrary jumps, hence cannot compile certain language features, such as `goto` statements or virtual method tables in C/C++ [40].

### 3.1.2 Linear memory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Stack</th>
<th>Heap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>__data_end</td>
<td>__heap_base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>__heap_end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mem_max</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: WebAssembly linear memory layout. All addresses are expressed as offsets from zero. Stack memory grows downwards towards `__data_end`, while heap memory grows upwards towards its maximum offset at `mem_max`.

Memory in WebAssembly is handled via zero-indexed linear byte arrays. All memory accesses are expressed as offsets from zero, so bounds can be checked by verifying they are greater than zero, and less than the maximum memory size. WebAssembly code has access to several memory-related operations including `grow-memory` and `shrink-memory`, but cannot allocate disjoint address ranges. The WebAssembly runtime is responsible for maintaining the memory that backs this linear address space and converting the offsets into pointers to it. The runtime must halt execution if an invalid memory access is made. The conformance of a runtime to these rules can be tested using the WebAssembly specification tests [36].

Figure 2 shows the layout of the WebAssembly linear memory, which contains three regions, static data, a stack, and a heap [41]. The static data is placed at the beginning to make sure constants have low addresses, reducing code size. The WebAssembly stack grows downwards towards the end of the data section, indicated by the constant `__data_end`. The maximum stack size is the difference between `__data_end` and `__heap_base`. The heap grows upwards towards the maximum memory size, which can be set by the module, or left to the default maximum which is roughly four gigabytes in 32-bit WebAssembly.

WebAssembly linear memory is most commonly implemented using a linear byte array placed at the bottom of a 8 GB virtual memory region. 4 GB is the largest possible linear memory array for a 32-bit WebAssembly module, and also the largest offset that can be indicated with a 32-bit integer, so a pointer-offset can point as far as 8 GB. By pre-allocating virtual memory, the runtime can rely on the OS's memory manager to cause a page fault if the application makes memory accesses outside of this region. This avoids the runtime needing to add its own bounds checks on each memory access, which would otherwise severely affect performance. A standard x86 machine can support a
virtual memory address space of $2^{48}$ bytes, so it has room for more than two billion such mappings. However, this technique will not be possible with 64-bit WebAssembly, whose linear address space will exceed the available virtual memory address space of the machine.

3.1.3 Toolchains and runtimes

There are two steps in order to execute arbitrary code as a WebAssembly module. First, code needs to be cross-compiled to WebAssembly bytecode using a compilation toolchain. Second, the WebAssembly bytecode must be executed by a specialised WebAssembly runtime. We breakdown these two aspects separately.

Although any compiler toolchain may choose to implement a back-end for WebAssembly, the most developed and widely used are LLVM [31] and CraneLift [42]. LLVM also provides front-ends for a range of languages including C and C++ through Clang [43], Rust [44], and Go [45]. To execute an application compiled to WebAssembly, all library dependencies must also be compiled to WebAssembly. Standard libraries for all supported languages such as libc and libc++ are provided by open-source projects like WASI [46]. This language-independence and flexibility make LLVM an appealing compiler toolchain choice.

There are now many WebAssembly runtimes, each focusing on different execution environments, performance goals, and breadth of features. The most significant difference between WebAssembly runtimes is whether they interpret the WebAssembly at runtime, compile it ahead of time (AOT) into machine code, or compile it at runtime Just-in-Time (JIT). AOT runtimes offer better performance as the code generation step can introduce architecture-specific optimisations, but require running this code generation once for each target architecture. Interpreters are slower, but not platform-specific, so are more suitable for execution environments where the architecture is not known ahead of time, such as web browsers. The most popular AOT WebAssembly runtimes are currently: WAVM [47], a general-purpose WebAssembly runtime written in C++ with support for all the most recent WebAssembly features; WAMR [17], written in C and targeting a smaller resource footprint, suitable for IoT, edge and trusted execution environments; and wasmtime [48], another general-purpose WebAssembly runtime written in Rust with support for all current WebAssembly features. Even though WAVM used to have the best performance, recent benchmarks show that it is falling behind as it is no longer maintained [49]. The most popular interpreter runtimes are those implemented in the four major browsers; V8 in Chrome/Chromium [50], SpiderMonkey in Firefox [51], Chakra in Microsoft Edge [52] and JavascriptCore/SquirrelFish in Webkit [53]. We plan on including a benchmark comparison of different WASM runtimes in a future deliverable.

3.1.4 WASI: the WebAssembly system interface

WebAssembly itself does not define a foreign function interface or set of supported syscalls. Such an API would be platform-specific, and hence at odds with the goals of the project to provide platform-independent isolation. Platform-specific APIs for interaction with the execution environment and underlying host will vary between WebAssembly runtimes, but the Bytecode Alliance [54] has created the WebAssembly System Interface (WASI) [46], which standardises a range of POSIX-like system calls. WASI uses a capability-based security model across a suite of POSIX-like system calls [46]. These calls include file I/O, networking, timing and error handling.

3.2 Trusted Execution Environments

In this section we cover the background concepts related to security for the design of Cloud-Edge Cells.

3.2.1 Motivation & Overview

With the use of Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), we aim to provide confidentiality, integrity and freshness guarantees for applications running within a C-Cell. TEEs exist in various flavors, with each of them providing different guarantees. Some TEEs such as Intel SGX [55] were originally designed to place only security-critical functions in so called enclaves, i.e., secure compartments which are only accessible by the function itself, while other approaches such as Intel TDX [56], AMD
SEV [57], etc., provide different abstractions for TEEs that place Micro-VMs in those compartments in order to achieve isolation. As mentioned previously, each of these technologies provides different guarantees regarding confidentiality, integrity and freshness of the data that is processed.

### 3.2.2 Intel SGX

One of the previously mentioned TEEs we envision to use is Intel SGX which was one of the first technologies that combines a processor mode and a set of processor instructions to provide Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs). SGX ensures that processes are isolated from each other by utilizing a dedicated and cryptographically protected memory region (so called enclave) [55]. Enclaves use a contiguous memory region as a block of protected memory borrowed from the Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) as Processor Reserved Memory (PRM). The PRM comprises the Enclave Page Cache (EPC), a set of 4KB memory pages, and enclave meta data. The PRM is neither accessible from other applications nor privileged code such as the operating system or the hypervisor. The Memory Encryption Engine (MEE), part of the processor, encrypts and authenticates data for non-PRM memory and protects EPC pages.

### 3.2.3 Attestation Mechanisms

In the context of SGX, attestation describes the process of proving an enclave’s identity to another enclave. During enclave creation, the program data to run the code is first loaded into the enclave memory from the non-protected memory. All subsequent steps that may modify the previously loaded program code are recorded and included in the enclave measurement hash calculation in order to detect potential manipulations. Hence, the measurement hash can later be used to attest an enclave both locally and remotely.

The previously described attestation mechanism enables users to verify if an application is executed in a legitimate SGX-enabled platform. To perform such a verification also known as remote attestation, SGX transforms a local report into a verifiable quote [55] using the SGX’s internal Quoting Enclave. The Quoting Enclave prepares an SGX attestation signature using an SGX attestation key which is unique to the SGX-hardware. The generated quote can then be delivered to remote platforms for verification [55, 58].

### 3.2.4 Envisioned Integration and Challenges

In CLOUDSKIN, we target a hardware-agnostic approach which requires a runtime for WebAssembly that automatically detects the provided hardware features and takes appropriate measures such that the C-Cell code runs in isolation and achieves the highest level of protection.

However, this imposes several challenges: First, the underlying hardware must support isolation mechanisms (e.g., enclaves such as provided in Intel SGX). Second, such trusted execution environments need to provide means for outside communication, i.e., through system calls in order to establish data exchange either through the network and file system with e.g. other C-Cells. Third, migration mechanisms must be established for enabling the migration of the sensitive C-Cells across different hardware. This is challenging as the destination host might offer different hardware capabilities than its origin, lowering the provided guarantees in case a migration is executed. Alternatively, a workload migration can be rejected or must be performed using a different target node in order to satisfy the user’s security requirements.

### 3.3 Faasm: High-Performance Serverless Runtime

Faasm [23] is a high-performance stateful serverless runtime. In a serverless environment, users register pieces of code - functions - that they want to execute on-demand. Functions tend to be short-lived, meaning that low-startup time and high-density become of paramount importance. Faasm isolates functions using a lightweight mechanism called a Faaslet. Faaslets are based on threads which operate in a shared address space on each host. This means that, while Faaslets provide isolation and fair access to resources, they also support concurrent, zero-copy access to shared state held in memory. This is in contrast to existing serverless platforms which isolate functions in their own container of VM, and do not support parallel processing on shared data.
3.3.1 Faaslets: thread-based isolation with WebAssembly

Faaslets provide multi-tenant isolation with orders of magnitude lower overheads than containers or VMs. This is done in part, using software fault isolation (SFI) with WebAssembly (§3.1). Each function associated with a Faaslet, together with its library and language runtime dependencies, is compiled to WebAssembly before being uploaded to the system. The Faasm runtime then executes multiple Faaslets, each with a dedicated thread, within a single address space. For resource isolation, the CPU cycles of each thread are constrained using Linux cgroups [59] and network access is limited using network namespaces [60] and traffic shaping. Many Faaslets can be executed efficiently and safely on a single machine.

The structure of a Faaslet is depicted in Figure 3. Faaslets are built around an instance of a WebAssembly module to provide the necessary isolation guarantees for multi-tenancy in serverless clouds; in contrast, traditional serverless systems typically rely on containers [61, 62]. Faaslets provide a more lightweight execution environment than containers by only virtualising the necessary environment for serverless functions. Therefore, Faaslets have a low memory footprint and can be spawned in the hundreds of microseconds against hundreds of milliseconds for container. This brings Faaslets much closer to the user’s idea of the programming model of a function, which FaaS is meant to provide and is the unit of granularity that Faasm manages. We provide below details of the resource control Faasm has in place.

To mitigate the serverless cold starts, users can define initialisation code separately from their main function code, during which the language runtime and packages will be loaded. The resulting WebAssembly memory can be safely serialised at this point and saved to the state which once pulled on each host set to run this Faaslet will speed up start-up times by $490 \times$ compared to the equivalent start-up process for a container.

3.3.2 Building Faasm functions

Each function in Faasm is first compiled to WebAssembly and uploaded to the system. To convert this into an executable, it needs to be combined with the host interface and other Faasm helper libraries. This process is outlined in Figure 4 and is made up of three steps, with the user only aware of the first. This first step generates a WebAssembly module that can safely handled onwards thanks to the WebAssembly guarantees (§3.1). Faasm relies on a trustworthy open-source WebAssembly
embedder, WAVM [47] and LLVM-JIT libraries [31], to validate and manipulate WebAssembly modules and object code, which make up the second and third steps.

### 3.3.3 Faasm’s System Architecture

Faasm is a distributed system. Faasm’s architecture comprises a set of workers, in charge of executing Faaslets, an upload service to upload (register) WASM functions, a load-balancer to distribute requests across workers, and a storage backend. This distributed architecture is depicted in Figure 5. Faasm can be deployed both on Kubernetes [63], VMs, or on bare metal.

![Faasm Architecture Diagram](image)

Figure 5: Distributed architecture of the Faasm runtime. It includes three HTTP endpoints: one to register WASM functions, one to upload shared state and data, and one to invoke function execution. Functions are executed in one of the workers, each worker having its own scheduler and state management.

Most notably, the architecture figure does not include a standalone scheduling component. Faasm implements a distributed shared state scheduler, similar to Omega [64]. Requests are randomly routed to a worker instance. If a function need to be scaled up, the worker will spawn Faalets locally, and scale-out to other workers if local resources are exhausted. This simplified scheduling design reduces cold-starts, but prevents system-wide optimisations.

### 3.4 SCONE

TEE such as Intel SGX are typically integrated into existing applications using the respective SDKs provided by the hardware manufacture. Although the Intel SGX SDK provides software developers interfaces to run applications in enclaves in its entirety, the usage of such interfaces is cumbersome as it requires developers to provide glue code for every possible system call an application may use. To overcome this burden, frameworks such as SCONE [65] or Haven [66] evolved to simplify or even completely eliminate manual steps required to run applications in TEEs such as Intel SGX. SCONE achieves this by providing a custom standard C-library which contains glue code as well as all enclave- and system-call handling routines. Additionally, SCONE provides ready to use functionality for attestation and secret provisioning.

The design of SCONE is led by three key principles: First, it focuses on a minimal Trusted Computing Base (TCB) to reduce the number of potential bugs inside an enclave by keeping a small code base. Second, it uses asynchronous system calls and internal threading to reduce application transitions between the so-called enclave mode and normal mode. Third, it protects the file system and network data by transparently shielding the application. Protection shields work transparently in the C-library at the system call level. A shielding layer encrypts the data before writing it out to the interfaces as well as decrypts the data transparently after reading.
Since SCONE enables users to run legacy applications in Intel SGX enclaves without modifications through its modified dynamic loader and its extended C-library, we envision the use of SCONE as one of the building blocks for the Cloud-Edge Cells.

4 Cloud-Edge Cells: Initial Prototype

In this section we describe the first iteration of Cloud-Edge Cells. We will refer to it as C-Cells D4.1, or just C-Cells. This initial prototype satisfies some of the requirements outlined in Table 1, but not all of them. In the coming deliverables we plan on expanding this design (§6), provide a more thorough evaluation, and integrate it with the industrial use-cases in CLOUDSKIN.

The rest of this section is structured as follows: first, we introduce the C-Cell abstraction (§4.1); second, we describe how C-Cells achieve language and API independence (§4.2); third, we describe how C-Cells can be live-migrated (§4.3); fourth and last, we depict the architecture of the system running C-Cells (§4.4). Most notably, the initial prototype of C-Cells presented in this deliverable is not hardware agnostic as it only supports being executed in x86-64 servers, and does not have any adaptive virtualisation features. We leave these features as future work for coming deliverables (§6).

4.1 C-Cell abstraction

The goal of C-Cells is to replace the thread/process abstraction with an execution abstraction that is better suited for the cloud-edge continuum of CLOUDSKIN. To that extent, the goal of this first implementation is to support multi-threading and multi-processing semantics. We succeed in doing so, and present our initial results in §5.

As previously introduced, we replace the thread/process abstraction with C-Cells. Each C-Cell executes application code compiled to WebAssembly [5]. The use of WebAssembly enforces memory safety: its isolation mechanism allows C-Cells to execute side-by-side in a single instance of the runtime. It also allows for a simple snapshotting mechanism because the complete execution state of a C-Cell is captured in the single linear memory array of a WebAssembly module (§3.1). Lastly, the usage of WebAssembly also allows for efficient C-Cell interrupts through undefined symbols and function imports [67], which helps achieving language and API independence (§4.2).

C-Cells are spawned (or restored) from snapshots of other C-Cells, akin to the parent/child semantics of threads and processes. Each snapshot has a copy of a C-Cell’s execution state: its linear memory, mutable global variables, function tables and stack pointers. To restore a C-Cell, from a snapshot, the runtime copies the stack pointer, function table and globals from the snapshot into the C-Cell, and creates a copy-on-write mapping of the C-Cell memory onto the snapshot’s linear memory. Given the simplicity of WebAssembly’s linear memory model, snapshots of child C-Cells can be efficiently represented as diffs of their parent’s snapshot.

C-Cells are grouped in Tissues. Equivalently, a Tissue is a group of C-Cells. C-Cells in the same Tissue can share a single distributed address space for multi-threading, or have private memory and exchange messages directly for multi-processing. The runtime can checkpoint a Tissue for live migration (§4.3) or rollback recovery in case of C-Cell or VM failure. Figure 6 summarises the key abstractions in a C-Cell.

Given its isolation properties and the usage of snapshots and Tissues, C-Cells can be transparently deployed in either one or several VMs (only x86-64 architectures are supported, though). Figure 7 shows how C-Cells and snapshots can be used to replicate process and thread semantics across VMs. Each application has a base snapshot, whose linear memory contains the static data of the application.
C-Cells restored from point-in-time snapshots of their parent C-Cells; C-Cells with thread semantics share a single linear memory mapping with other C-Cells on that VM.

Figure 7: Transparently executing C-Cells across VMs using snapshots and Tissues.

4.2 Language Independence

To achieve language and API independence, C-Cells need to support: (i) multiple programming languages, (ii) multiple host environments, and (iii) arbitrary API calls. The first point is implicit in WebAssembly as exposed in §3.1. The second and third points derive from the ability to implement a low-overhead interrupt mechanism for C-Cells. We name this collaborative interrupt mechanism control points. C-Cells execution may be interrupted at control points in order to: (i) provision new C-Cells to change the scale of an application (e.g. to replicate the behaviour of `fork`); (ii) migrate C-Cells to change the distribution of an application (e.g. to off-load computation from an edge device to the cloud); (iii) synchronise shared memory between VMs; (iv) deliver messages between C-Cells; or (v) checkpoint an application for rollback-recovery.

A control point is triggered when a C-Cell invokes certain system calls and supported APIs (Figure 8). These symbols are left undefined when cross-compiling application code to WebAssembly, and marked as function imports [67]. The runtime then provides definitions for these symbols, and links them to the WebAssembly module at runtime. We use this approach to transfer control to the runtime on system calls related to thread and process operations, e.g. `pthread_create()` and `fork()`, and will be able to support any custom API similarly.

4.3 Live Migration of C-Cells

In the cloud-edge continuum, C-Cells must support continued execution between the cloud and the edge. This means not only being able to run in the cloud and in the edge, but also be able to begin executing somewhere, checkpoint and stop upon request, and resume execution elsewhere. In the literature this process is known as live migration [68]. Even though research in live migration is abundant [8, 69], CloudSkin faces an additional difficulty: live migration needs to happen between heterogeneous hosts, potentially running different instruction sets.
Traditional process migration tools like CRIU [8] do not support heterogeneity between migrated hosts. This is because the checkpointing mechanism relies heavily on the underlying operating system and will not support subtle changes in the environment, for example different shared libraries version. More modern migration tools, like pod checkpoint-restore in Kubernetes [70] will work as long as migration happens within the same instance of the deployed Kubernetes cluster. For CLOUDSKIN we deploy instances of the runtime in each host, with potentially different instruction sets, and use snapshots together with careful tracking of accesses to the host environment (through control points) to implement our WebAssembly-specific checkpoint-restore mechanism. For C-Cells that communicate via message passing or make use of shared memory (i.e. using some sort of multi-processing or multi-threading API), special care must be taken when checkpointing the state of the C-Cells, not to lose any in-flight messages or shared state. To this end, we only allow live migration to happen at barrier control points. These are control points that block all C-Cells of an application.

Figure 9 illustrates C-Cell migration. When C-Cells reach a barrier control point, they wait for a notification from the application’s main VM. When the main C-Cell reaches the barrier control point on the main VM, it queries the Planner to know whether it must trigger a migration or not. The Planner is a new centralised scheduling component that we add on top of Faasm and cover in detail in §4.4. If the Planner indicates to migrate, each C-Cell either snapshots its state and sends it to the recipient VM, or waits on the post-migration barrier point. Once all C-Cells in an application hit the post-migration barrier, execution can successfully resume.

The actual migration of a C-Cell is performed via the same mechanism used to create child processes and threads. The migrating C-Cell takes a snapshot, and sends the snapshot as part of a migration request to the target VM. The target VM creates a new C-Cell with the required semantics, i.e. with a new private mapping of the snapshot’s linear memory for a process, or sharing a linear memory mapping with existing C-Cells for a thread.

4.4 System Architecture

In this section we describe the runtime architecture for CLOUDSKIN. The system builds on top of Faasm, and replaces the Faaslet isolation unit with C-Cells. In particular, and similarly to Faasm, the runtime architecture for CLOUDSKIN (or CLOUDSKIN for short), exposes three HTTP endpoints: one to register application code cross-compiled to WebAssembly, one to invoke applications via a load balancer, and one to upload shared data and state (see Figure 5).

However, there are a number of ways in which CLOUDSKIN builds upon, and modifies, Faasm. First, the set of distributed workers is now deployed in an heterogeneous VM set, with different architectures and instruction sets. This means that we need to modify the worker runtime to run in each different device, including the WebAssembly runtime. Second, accommodating to different instruction sets also means we need to modify the service to register application code cross-compiled to WebAssembly. This is because as part of the registration, Faasm generates optimized machine code to the target architecture it runs on. For CLOUDSKIN, it needs to generate as many versions of the optimised machine code as target architectures present in the deployment. Lastly, to integrate with the learning plane and scheduling presented in D5.1, we re-implement the scheduler from a
simple distributed-state one, to a centralised implementation that we call the Planner.

The CLOUDSKIN architecture is illustrated in Figure 10. The Planner keeps a centralised view of the state of all applications running in CLOUDSKIN. Each application is made up of one or more C-Cells, grouped in Tissues. Depending on their configuration, C-Cells in the same Tissue can either share a common address space, or send messages to each other. The Planner allocates C-Cells to VMs according to a very simple scheduling policy, and exposes HTTP endpoints for monitoring and observability. The implementation of the Planner for the first prototype presented with D4.1 is very simple, but its design should allow for simple integration with more advanced scheduling policies developed in Work Package 5.

5 Evaluation

In the evaluation of the initial C-Cell prototype, we want to demonstrate that (i) C-Cells can replace threads/processes as execution abstraction with modest overhead (§5.1), (ii) C-Cells can be transparently live-migrated mid-execution (§5.2), and (iii) C-Cells can transparently execute over a distributed set of VMs (§5.3). Throughout the evaluation section we report the execution time speed-up with respect to native execution. The speed-up is defined as the ratio between the execution time using threads and processes and the execution time using C-Cells: Speed-up = \( t_{\text{thread}} / t_{\text{C-Cell}} \). This way, a speed-up greater than one means that C-Cells execute faster than threads/processes. Symmetrically, a speed-up lower than one means that C-Cells execute slower than threads/processes. Bear in mind that the current C-Cell prototype only runs in x86-64 systems, and does not support adaptive virtualization.

5.1 Executing (multi-)threads and (multi-)processes with C-Cells

To illustrate that C-Cells are a suitable replacement for threads and processes, we port a multi-threading (with shared memory) and a multi-processing (with message passing) framework to the CLOUDSKIN execution environment. Given its popularity and widespread use, we pick OpenMP [71] and MPI [72]. To support the OpenMP and MPI APIs, we follow the procedure indicated in §4.2. First, we cross-compile two applications using each API. For OpenMP, we pick a dense matrix multiplication (DGEMM), part of the ParRes kernels [73]. For MPI, we pick LAMMPS [74, 75], a popular molecular dynamics simulator written in C++. During cross-compilation, we leave all MPI and OpenMP symbols undefined; they will trigger control points at runtime. Second, we implement all these undefined symbols in the C-Cell runtime, adapting the behaviour of the symbol to the CLOUDSKIN environment. For example, during `MPI_Init` the MPI runtime would spawn `MPi_WORLD_SIZE - 1` child processes. Instead, the C-Cell runtime spawns child C-Cells with private memory mappings and creates a Tissue so that C-Cells can directly message each other.
Multi-threading results. For the OpenMP application, we deploy a cluster in the cloud with just one worker. We use a 1-VM Kubernetes cluster in Azure. The VM is of type Standard_D8_v5 VMs [76] with 8 vCPU cores and 32 GB of memory. As a baseline we execute native OpenMP directly on the VM. We measure the ratio of execution times (slowdown) as we increase the number of parallel C-Cells/OpenMP threads.

Figure 11 summarises the results. We see that, for lower thread counts, C-Cells introduce a noticeable overhead with respect to native OpenMP threads. This is due to the added overhead of spawning C-Cells compared to threads. However, this cost is amortised as we use more OpenMP threads (up to the 8 available cores in the VM).

Multi-processing results. For the MPI application we deploy a 2-VM cluster with the same VM type using Kubernetes on Azure. We compare against native OpenMPI running on the underlying VMs. We measure the execution time as we increase the number of C-Cells/MPI processes and report the speed-up. We use two different LAMMPS benchmarks from LAMMPS’ benchmark suite [77]. The unmodified LJ benchmark with 4 million atoms (compute-bound), and a modified benchmark to increase the communication rounds (network-bound).

Figure 12 summarises the results. For the compute-bound, MPI with C-Cells performs equally or better than native OpenMPI processes. This is because MPI processes communicate scarcely, and mostly with co-located MPI processes. In this scenario, C-Cells benefit from very fast in-memory messaging, compared to native OpenMPI’s comparatively costly IPC. For the network-bound benchmark, where inter-VM communication is abundant, C-Cells introduce a moderate 5-10% worst-case overhead. This is because, to manage Tissues, we must add an extra layer of indirection in network communications.

5.2 Live Migration of C-Cells

This experiment measures the benefit of migrating C-Cells at runtime (i.e., live migration). Note that native OpenMPI can not transparently migrate MPI processes while guaranteeing execution integrity (this is, that no messages are lost). As baselines, we run the same MPI application as before, LAMMPS, and a network-bound all-to-all kernel. The all-to-all kernel performs an accumulation and

Figure 12: Speed-up executing an MPI application (LAMMPS) using C-Cells compared to native OpenMPI processes.
reduction over a vector of shared variables, and synchronises the results across all MPI ranks. Then, it repeats the same procedure in a tight loop.

We execute each application with 8 MPI ranks that we split over two 8-vCPU machines: 4 MPI ranks in one machine, 4 MPI ranks in the other, and each machine has 4 idle vCPUs. We then migrate 4 MPI ranks from one machine to the other at 20%, 40%, 60%, or 80% of execution. For reference, we also measure the execution time if the 8 MPI ranks are co-located in the same machine from the beginning (1 VM).

Figure 13 shows the speed-up achieved when migrating. This time the speed-up is calculated as the ratio between the execution time of an execution where the 8 ranks are split between two machines, and the execution time of an execution where we perform a live migration. A speed-up greater than 1 means that the execution time (including migration) is lower than the execution time when not migrating.

For a network-bound kernel, halving the ranks across VMs has a high cost: the speed-up for 1 VM is 7.5×. By migrating after 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%, of execution, we achieve speed-ups of 3.5×, 2.7×, 1.7×, and 1.2×, respectively. We conclude that, for a network-bound application, migrating C-Cells at runtime always reduces execution time.

For a compute-bound kernel, halving the ranks across VMs has a lower cost: the speed-up for 1 VM is 1.2×. This is because the fragmentation splits 4 processes in 1 VM, and 4 processes into another, which means that there is substantial intra-VM messaging. By migrating after 20%, 40%, and 60% of execution, we achieve speed-ups of 10%, 8%, and 5%, respectively. When migrating after 80% of execution, the costs of migrating outweighs its benefits, achieving a slow-down of 5%. LAMMPS has large code and data sections, which leads to larger C-Cell snapshot, increasing the cost of migration.

5.3 Transparent distribution across VMs

This experiment measures the benefits of transparently distributing C-Cells across distributed VMs. To do so, we execute the same dense matrix multiplication using OpenMP (DGEMM) increasing the number of C-Cells/OpenMP threads (see §5.1), but when exhausting the local vCPUs the C-Cell runtime will start using C-Cells in another VM. Note that this is not possible in native OpenMP as it would require a general-purpose distributed shared memory implementation, which is known to be very hard to achieve without giving up on performance [78, 79]. On the other hand, we use a lightweight synchronisation mechanism between C-Cells based on snapshot diffs.

Figure 11 summarises the results (when the thread count exceeds 8 OpenMP threads). In particular, we compare the execution time using more C-Cells distributed across two VMs with just using 8 native OpenMP threads. Interestingly, we measure a 25 % speed-up when using twice as many C-
Cells. Even though this may not be a resource-efficient result, we believe it showcases the feasibility of C-Cell synchronisation using diffs.

6 Future Lines of Research

In Table 1 we presented the different requirements C-Cells must have to power the cloud-edge continuum in CloudSkin. We compare it with other existing execution units, and with the prototype implementation presented in this deliverable (§4). Inspecting the table, it is clear which are the areas we need to work on in the coming deliverables.

First, C-Cells must support concurrent execution in heterogeneous architectures and instruction sets. There are a number of challenges associated in doing so. The WebAssembly runtime must be suitable to run in different architectures, which not all of them are. In addition, not all WebAssembly execution modes (interpreted, ahead-of-time compiled, and just-in-time compiled) are supported in all architectures, which can make support even more challenging. In terms of scheduling, the Planner needs to be aware of the different supported architectures and incorporate this information into its scheduling policies, taking into consideration the different capabilities of different resources. Lastly, access to shared memory or the network may also be different, yet the interface to C-Cells will have to remain the same.

Second, C-Cells must support adaptive virtualisation. This is, depending on the data they are processing, C-Cells must support transparently executing inside TEEs. There are two ways to transparently execute C-Cells inside TEEs depending on the granularity of the TEE itself. First, we can integrate with existing WASM runtimes that support executing WASM modules inside SGX enclaves, like WAMR. This means that, within a single process, we could spawn as many TEEs as necessary. C-Cells could still be co-located inside a TEE or not, but, most importantly, the local C-Cell runtime would have visibility on which C-Cells run inside TEEs. Second, we could integrate with existing lift-and-shift programs that transparently run unmodified linux processes inside TEEs, like SCONE. This means that the whole local C-Cell runtime runs inside a TEE, and consequently all C-Cells scheduled therein are also co-located in the TEE. In this case only the Planner, and not the local C-Cell runtime, has visibility into which C-Cells run in a TEE.

The first option is theoretically more resource efficient, as it allows to package C-Cells more tightly and reduces memory duplication. However, it requires considerable engineering effort, as all the interactions with the host operating system need to be re-implemented to fit the chosen TEE’s ECall/OCall mechanism. Furthermore, we can leverage one of the partner’s expertise in the development and usage of SCONE, greatly simplifying the adoption of virtualisation. All things considered, we decide to initially explore option two. This is, transparently lift-and-shift the local C-Cell runtime into a TEE.

7 Conclusions

In this deliverable, we have presented the first prototype design and implementation for Cloud-Edge Cells, the execution unit of the CloudSkin cloud-edge continuum. We have started-off by listing the requirements for C-Cells, which we worked out to be: language and API independence, C-Cells must be able to execute unmodified arbitrary applications; hardware agnostic, C-Cells must support transparent execution on different hardware devices with different instruction sets; live migration, to enable the cloud-edge continuum C-Cells must support (live) migration across the cloud-edge; and adaptive virtualisation, C-Cells must support transparent execution inside TEEs when processing confidential data.

The first C-Cell design builds on Faasm, a distributed runtime that uses WebAssembly-based isolation using Faaslets. We modify Faasm to fulfil CloudSkin’s requirements. First, we give C-Cells (Faasm’s Faaslets), optional thread- and process-like semantics to support a wide-range of applications. Second, we change the simple distributed scheduler into a centralised one which we name Planner. Third, we use the Planner to implement live migration of C-Cells.

In order to evaluate this first prototype, we port a multi-threading (OpenMP) and a multi-processing (MPI) API to CloudSkin and show limited overhead when compared to native execution. In addi-
tion, we show how C-Cells isolation and transparency can be used to achieve features unsupported by the native thread/process counterpart: we perform live-migration of an MPI application and we extend an OpenMP execution across VMs. Both features are achieved without having to change the application code.

The prototype we present here does not tick all the requirements yet. In the coming deliverables we will work on supporting execution on heterogeneous devices, implementing adaptive virtualisation using TEEs, and integrating the planner with the learning and orchestrating plane.
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